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Consultant in Paediatric Dentistry, University of Manchester

Dr Elizabeth Theaker BDS  
Consultant in Oral Medicine, University of Dundee
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The meetings

Venue
- MANDEC, Higher Cambridge Street, Manchester

Times
- Monday evenings from 6.15 to 9.15

Course fees

The course fees include:
- Access to core skills online.
- Online mentoring
- Local assessment of coursework
- All lecture programmes
- Access to the delegates webpage
- Mock examinations
- Handouts
- A buffet meal at each meeting
- Free CPD for your staff up to the capacity of the MANDEC lecture theatre

The course fees do not include:
- Faculty membership
- Faculty examination fees

Curriculum lectures

These one hour lectures recognise the joint syllabus with dentists from the hospital and community services. The intention is to directly address those areas which are out of the usual comfort zone of the general dental practitioner such as oral medicine, sedation, paediatric dentistry etc. These curriculum lectures will be delivered by national or international experts in their fields. Objectives for the curriculum lectures are to:

- Outline the syllabus in the area
- Suggest source material for study
- Suggest sample questions and answers
- Outline latest developments which may not be found in textbooks

Those areas which are more in the usual compass of general practitioners will be dealt with in the context of treatment planning as a whole, for example, endodontics, crown and bridge work, the restoration of teeth, dental materials etc.

Course work

New for this year, all delegates will receive one year’s access to “Core skills online”. This is the new, effective way to complete all aspects of the MJDF coursework. Simply respond to prompts to complete reflective commentaries and drag and drop evidence items into the system. The programme will automatically compile your coursework documents. It connects straight to many key online resources and maintains your CV, CPD record and personal development portfolio. For more details see www.coreskillsonline.com. In addition to the normal service provided by core skills online, you will receive online mentoring, local assessment of coursework and the authors of the system, will take you through the program step by step.
Mock examinations and workshops

At the end of the course, practice will be given in the part two examinations:

- OSCE’s (Objective structured clinical examinations)
- SCR’s (Structured clinical reasoning tests)

Provisional Programme

**Meeting 1 – 13/9/10**
- Introductions, format of the examination, course structure.
- Core Skills Online – how to use the system – Dr Nick Cooper

**Meeting 2 – 4/10/10**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Richard Oliver, hard and soft tissue surgery
- Selecting and preparing presentation cases. Risk benefit equation in treatment planning.

**Meeting 3 – 2/11/09**
- Curriculum lecture – Professor Kevin O’Brien, management of the Developing Dentition
- Mock examination - part 1 MJDF

**Meeting 4 – 6/12/10**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Richard Oliver, sedation, pain and anxiety control.
- Medical matters for the MJDF examination – Prof. StJohn Crean

**Meeting 5 – 10/1/11**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Liz Theaker, Non surgical management of the hard and soft tissues of the neck.
- Mock examination - part 1 MJDF

**Meeting 6 – 7/2/11**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Kay Hood, paediatric dentistry, trauma and prevention
- Key Skill Knowledge session

**Meeting 7 – 14/3/11**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Anne-Marie Glenny, Critical Appraisal
- Mock examination - part 1 MJDF

**Meeting 8 – 4/4/11**
- Curriculum lecture – Dr Martin Ashley, Periodontology
- The examiner’s perspective – Dr Nick Cooper
Meeting 9 – 9/5/11

- Lecture – Dr Nick Cooper, Dr Anwara Chambers - the SCR assessment
- SCR workshops (Structured Clinical Reasoning Tests)

Meeting 10 – 6/6/11

- Lecture – Dr Nick Cooper, Dr Anwara Chambers - the OSCE assessment
- Mock OSCEs (Objective Structured Clinical Examination)